Teachers’ Resource Pack
DaDaFest Ensemble with Ben Lunn
& Carmel Smickersgill

To support:
Live broadcast of DaDaFest Scratch, direct from
Liverpool Philharmonic
11 July 2019, 2 - 3pm

Welcome!
We’re pleased you are joining us for this live online broadcast of a
performance from DaDaFest Ensemble (www.dadafest.co.uk) of
brand new music created by developing musicians and composers
Ben Lunn and Carmel Smickersgill.
This pack will provide you with information about the performance how to tune in, what to expect, and information about the performers,
the music and the instruments, plus ideas to help you plan and deliver
related classroom activities. We’ve also included suggestions for
creating ‘relaxed performances’ and links to further information about
making music activities accessible.
This live online broadcast will enable schools across the country to
experience the excitement of live music from the classroom, and to
join the musicians from DaDaFest Ensemble in a celebration of musical
talent and inclusion.
This broadcast is part of Connect: Resound, a project which brings
musical experiences to schools via the internet, including instrumental
lessons and live music performances. Led by music charity NYMAZ
(www.nymaz.org.uk), the project works with partners to help overcome
the barriers that those based in rural areas can face when providing
musical opportunities for children and young people.
DaDaFest Scratch at Liverpool Philharmonic is the first of a series of
events hosted by the disability and D/deaf arts organisation DaDaFest.
These events are an opportunity for developing artists who identify as
www.connectresound.live
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disabled or D/deaf to showcase their work. Crucially, it’s also a chance
for feedback from an audience, using this experience to inform and
influence future practice.
The performance will be streamed live from Music Room at Liverpool
Philharmonic. Music Room provides a small and informal space for
local and international artists, promoters, festivals and collaborations,
reaching new audiences with a variety of workshops, talks, album
launches, tours and gigs.
We hope you enjoy tuning in to this Connect: Resound Live broadcast!
NYMAZ is a founding member of the Alliance for a Musically Inclusive
England, a movement for change throughout music education. It is a
growing network of organisations working together to promote equity
in music education, and to support others to do the same through advocacy, CPD, resources and strategic alliances. There are thirteen
founder organisations, led and supported by Youth Music thanks to
funding from the National Lottery via Arts Council England. Find out
more here: https://network.youthmusic.org.uk/alliance-for-a-musicallyinclusive-england-AMIE
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How to tune in and FAQs

The performance will take place on Thursday 11th July 2019, 2 - 3pm
To view the performance, simply visit: www.connectresound.live/watch
We advise that you test the link in advance of the performance.
Please click on the ‘Watch’ tab on the website and click on a previous
performance to ensure you can access our YouTube content.
Frequently asked questions
What will we see when we turn the stream on?
You will see a welcome screen before the live broadcast starts at 2pm.
Does the room we’re watching in need to be dark?
It’s up to you – being in the dark might add to the atmosphere!
How long is it?
One hour – it will be an interactive performance, so there will be the
chance for your pupils to get involved by singing and clapping along –
no instruments required!
How will you know we’re watching and taking part?
You can tweet us using @NYMAZmusic and @DaDaFest to let us know
you’re joining in. Do send us pictures, videos and let us know how
many are watching where you are! Please use the hashtags #Livemusicforschools and #connectresound when you tweet.
And you can tweet the musicians any questions or feedback before
and during the broadcast - we’d love to hear from you!
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About the performance

DaDaFest Ensemble, with Ben Lunn and Carmel Smickersgill plus very
special guests, perform live from Liverpool Philharmonic.
DaDaFest Ensemble will premiere their new composition, developed
with composers Ben Lunn and Carmel Smickersgill through a
collaborative composition process. The Ensemble will present an
exciting, engaging and accessible performance. It’s a great chance
for young people to experience an inclusive live music performance
and celebrate the talents of disabled and D/deaf musicians.
The hour-long live, online performance will also showcase some very
special guests and provide the online audience with the opportunity to
learn more about the musicians, music and musical techniques. There
will also be activities for you to participate in from the classroom.
The performance will bring a high-quality live music performance
experience directly to you and your pupils - and you’ll be watching it
online alongside hundreds of pupils and teachers across the country.
There will also be a short Q and A with the performers during the
broadcast, so please do tweet your questions before or during the
performance and they will speak directly to you!
The performance is presented in partnership with Liverpool
Philharmonic.
www.connectresound.live
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Relaxed perfomances

This performance will be broadcast live from the Liverpool Philharmonic
where it will be played to an in-house audience, as well as being
broadcast across the internet.
It will be a relaxed performance with the aim of removing potential
barriers to access for audience members. You may wish to introduce
some of these ‘relaxed’ elements from the Liverpool Philharmonic into
your classroom when watching the broadcast:
• There will be beanbags and mats for people who need, or prefer,
to sit or lie on the floor.
• Seating will be cabaret style, so that groups can sit together.
• There will be space for people to stand up and move around.
• There will be a quieter space in case people need to move away
from the music and the rest of the audience.
•

Audience members will be able to hold beach balls or pieces of
paper so they can experience the music through touch and
vibration.

• Helpers will be on hand for those who need them.

Please note that British Sign Language interpreters will be on stage with
the musicians and there will also be subtitles on screen for the online
audience.
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An introduction from lead composer, Ben Lunn

I am Ben Lunn. I am a composer who was born in Sunderland. Every
piece I write I try to engage with my community, be it working-class,
disabled, or whatever group I can fall into.
This new piece, Music for Friends, was written with DaDaFest Ensemble
in mind. I attended their sessions and saw how they learned. From
there I designed this fun musical game around ideas they produced
and their own musical methods.
This is the first time I’ve written this much for a rock band, and I loved it.
I hope the group love playing it and I hope you enjoy listening to it.
The idea of the piece came from reflecting on Erik Satie, who after
reading his ‘A Day in the Life’ I felt there were many characteristics
that were quite autistic (like myself). During his lifetime he wrote pieces
for a small circle and even wrote music just for the ambient effect.
Because of this, I wanted to honour Satie as well as make something
just for the DaDaFest Ensemble and I. The five movements of ‘Music for
Friends’ each have their own character, either referring to the
Ensemble’s own skills and ideas, reflecting the past, or just trying to
have fun.
‘Energico’ is a small introductory movement which sets the piece into
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a good groove. There are solos and fun rhythms – a piece has to start
in an upbeat manner.
‘A Day in the Life’ is a small movement dedicated to Satie which
references his ‘A Day in the Life’. It is quieter and still, ultimately trying
to be more like Satie himself.
‘Passacaglia of Many Solos’ is the third movement. A passacaglia is an
old form which has a pattern (often in the bass) circling over and over
again, because of this repeated harmony it gives a great platform for
everyone to have a chance for a big solo.
‘Game of Riffs and Responses’ is more playful. We have a small rhythm
section setting the groove, while I lead a game of call and responses.
However the group should hopefully remember a rhythm they should
not play back.
‘Bull in a China Shop’ is a nice silly way to end. The classic instruments
are bored of all this noise and trying to have a “sophisticated concert”.
However, the rest of the Ensemble are not in the mood for their snooty
behaviour, so like a bull in a china shop try to cause as much chaos as
they can.
Working with DaDaFest has been a thoroughly enjoyable experience.
Creating a piece for young people who are like me is a joy, mostly
because they are so great to work with, but also because when
growing up an opportunity like this was not available to me.
www.connectresound.live
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I had to depend on abled/traditional music-making which was
positive, however it meant I was unable to relax comfortably in my
disabled-ness. My hope is the group enjoy working with me half as
much as I enjoy working with them.
Music for Friends
Movements:
1 – Energico 3’
2 – A Day in the Life (Hello Satie) 2’
3 – Passacaglia of Many Solos 4’
4 – Game of Riffs and Responses 2’30’’
5 – Bull in a China Shop 2’30’’
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Meet the DaDaFest Ensemble

Some of the members of DaDaFest Ensemble meeting for rehearsal,
left to right: Shea, Megan, Josh, Ruthie, Kyle, Luke, Eleanor, Zac,
Callum and Ben
Introducing Callum
- Which instruments do you play? Piano and guitar.
- What is your favourite type of music or band? Eric Clapton.
Introducing Ruthie
- Which instruments do you play? Guitar, vocals, ukulele and
clarion.
www.connectresound.live
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- What do you enjoy most about the Ensemble? Everything!
Introducing Josh
- Which instruments do you play? Guitar, drums, vocals and
piano.
- Who are your favourite bands? U2, The Wombats and The
Beatles.
- What do you enjoy most about DaDaFest Ensemble? It’s
terrific. We all play together and the music is relaxing. I like
helping everyone with new songs.
Introducing Zac
- Which instruments do you play? Drums, singing and guitar.
- What is your favourite type of music or band? The music from
the Greatest Showman.
Introducing Kyle
- Which instrument do you play? Drums.
- What is your favourite type of music? Rock music.
- What do you enjoy most about the Ensemble? The chance to
meet new friends and getting the opportunity to play the
drums.
Introducing Tyler
- Which instrument do you play? Guitar and drums.
- Who is your favourite band? Billy Talent.
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Introducing Mollie
- Which instrument do you play? Bass Guitar.
- Who is your favourite band? The Beatles.
Introducing Luke
- Which instruments do you play? Vocals, drums and piano.
- What do you enjoy most about DaDaFest Ensemble? Making
new music and new friends.
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About the composers – Ben Lunn

Ben Lunn is a composer currently living in Glasgow. He has been
fascinated by many things like philosophy, Buddhism, working class
history, and ancient music.
In the past his music has been performed in Canada, Armenia, Serbia,
Lithuania, Latvia, Austria, Germany, Switzerland, and France. He has
worked with many fantastic musicians and ensembles including the
Lithuanian National Symphony Orchestra, OeNM, Rolf Hind, Carla Rees,
Ensemble Synaesthesis, Dalia Dedinskaite, Gleb Pysniak, JVLMA, Zubin
Kanga, Ligeti Quartet, and Music Theatre Wales.
He has projects with Drake Music Scotland, Sonic Bothy, and
DaDaFest. He is also the trainee artistic director of the Hebrides
Ensemble and a member of the Scottish Music Centre.
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About the composers – Carmel Smickersgill

Carmel Smickersgill, is a composer based in Manchester working
predominantly within classical and electronic genres.
She is the recipient of the 2019 Christopher Brooks Prize with the
Liverpool Philharmonic, resulting in a commission for ensemble 10/10 to
be premiered in November 2019.
She is also working with theatre makers at HOME theatre Manchester,
on the score for a new theatre piece to run in July 2019.
Previous commissions include Manchester Renaissance Ensemble,
Manchester Peace Song Cycle, Brighter Sound.
Her music has previously also been performed on Radio 3. As a
performer Carmel has directed her own ensemble, Smudge, and has
been part of a collaboration between visual artist Liam Gillick and the
band New Order.
www.connectresound.live
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Musical activities

The activities in this pack will support listening skills, gaining basic
rhythms, and developing performance as a group.
They can be adapted for different ability and ages - most are suitable
for Key Stage 2 & 3, with challenges that are aimed at Key Stage 3. The
composition task at the end is aimed at Key Stage 4 & 4 students.
Don’t clap this one back!
• Ask your group to stand in a circle so you can see everyone.
• Explain that you are going to clap a rhythm - this is one they are
NEVER to clap back!
• Clap out “Don’t clap this one back” whilst saying the words, then
do it again without the words (see if anyone does clap it back!)
• Once they have heard the rhythm, clap a different rhythm and
signal for them to clap it back, repeat this with several different
rhythms until you do “Don’t clap this one back” (don’t say it out
loud!) and signal for them to copy, anyone who does clap it
back is out and sits down and you move on to a second round!
• Additional challenge: if your group is just too good at recognising
the rhythm, incorporate other banned rhythms such as “Don’t
clap this one back to me now”.

www.connectresound.live
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My name is
This will help you assess the characters you have in your group and
their basic rhythm ability. You can then build upon their skills in other
activities.
• Get everyone to clap or stomp on beats 1, 2 and 3, leaving a
silence on 4.
• Then on each clap everyone chants “My – name – is – ?”

• One at a time, going clockwise or anti-clockwise, get the group
to say their name in the silence.

• You can do stomps on beats 1 and 2 with a clap on 3 like “We will
rock you”. Tell students to be proud of their name and to say it
loud.
• Additional challenge: to help develop focus on listening skills,
swap your name with the name of someone else in the circle. The
name of the person you choose to say then has to say someone
else’s name in the silence on beat 4. This means that everyone
has to be listening carefully in case their name comes up as it is
no longer going in consecutive order but is now dotting around
the circle.
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Pass the pulse
• With your group in a circle, invite participants to clap the beats
one by one around the circle.

• As the group grows in confidence vary the tempo, experimenting
with fast and slow pulses to see how they manage. This develops
their teamwork, anticipation and listening abilities.

Pass the beat
• Ask your group to form the four sides of a square, each side gets
a number 1 – 4, and an action – stomp, clap, wiggle, whoop!
• Using a count of 4, the sides perform their action on the
corresponding number which creates a simple pulse
characterised by the different sounds on each beat.

• Additional challenge: change shape to create different time
signatures, a triangle will be 3/4 time a pentagon would be 5/4
time etc.
Synco-beats
• Ask your group to move from one foot to another to create a
steady pulse throughout, explain that this is on the beat.

www.connectresound.live
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• When music uses and emphasises the ‘off-beat’ it creates
syncopation. As your group are stomping the strong beats, you
are going to clap a syncopated rhythm and get them to clap it
back. This will help them identify the off-beats, and also
understand the feeling which syncopated rhythms change.

• As their confidence grows, make these rhythms more
challenging.

• Then pass this role around so that everyone in the group has the
chance to create their own syncopated rhythm.

• Additional challenge: this can be done with older groups using
their instruments or voices, give them all a key to play in, meaning
that the syncopated melodies will flow between.

Ta, Tiki, Ta
This is a challenging rhythmic game which you can use once your
groups are confident with keeping a steady beat throughout.
• Firstly, explain the rules: Ta is a crotchet, Tiki are quavers, and Tikita
is a triplet. Clap these as you say them. A Ta moves to the left, Tiki
moves to the right, Tikita swaps them over.

www.connectresound.live
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• So, counting to a beat of four you would start with a ‘Ta’
clapping to the left, this would pass to the next person who in
time would then say ‘Ta’ also.

• The next person can then choose to either continue in time with
the ‘Ta’ (on a crotchet beat) or say ‘Tikita’ in time as a triplet, if
they do this it swaps the motion and goes the opposite direction.
However, this time it is a ‘Tiki’ as the movement which is turning
right around the circle.

• You must always stay in time, or you are out! Those who are out
can become your spies to see who is managing to stay in time.

• This is a great one to get the teacher involved in, as you will be
the person the students are most keen to beat!
Follow the leader
NYMAZ education resource video 3: https://youtu.be/X1R_BJUEn5c
This is a great way to warm up, loosen your limbs and establish the
ability range in your group.
Explain how drummers might count to a 4/4 beat – 1, 2, 3, 4 and
repeat. Next demonstrate how this can be done at twice the speed by
chanting “1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and”. Then show how this can be done
again at twice the speed by chanting “1 e and a 2 e and a 3 e and a
4 e and a”.
www.connectresound.live
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This will help with your polyrhythmic activities!
• Get the group in a circle.
• Stamp, clap, shake, beat on your body a one bar rhythm whilst
chanting the count.
• Ask the group to copy these beats/actions. Start with a simple “1,
2, 3, 4”.
• Build up to more complicated rhythms and body percussion
patterns.
For example:
• Stomp on beat 1, clap on beat 3.
• Stomp on beat 1, click on beat 2, clap on beat 3, silence on 4.
• Build up to greater challenges.
• “1 and 2, 3 and a 4”.

1

and

2

stomp

clap

clap

and

3

and

a

4

stomp

clap

clap

wiggle

and

1 and 2, 3 and a 4 could become “big bass drum, play it some more”
the sillier the words and actions the more memorable the rhythm!
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Composition task: Key Stage 3 & 4
• Either individually or in groups of up to four people you are going
to create your own composition based on rock/pop songs
• First, listen to examples from the Spotify DaDaFest Playlist:
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0FgxeQRDd5B8vkY8IvlqWH
Track 4: Layla, Eric Clapton
Track 6: Paint it Black, The Rolling Stones
Track 9: Sweet Child O’Mine, Guns ‘N’ Roses
Track 12: Twist and Shout, The Beatles
• Then, consider these questions and then use them as inspiration
and a starting stimulus for your own composition:
o What do you notice about the structure of these
songs? (What common features do they all have?)
o How does the melody change from the verse to the
chorus?
o What instruments are used in these songs?
o How many chords can you hear/identify? How many
do you think you need in a song? Do they change in
the chorus?
• Now that you have looked at these pieces in detail start to work
on your own composition!
Your composition MUST include:
Chorus, with lyrics and some melody/chords to go with this
Be a minimum of 45 seconds long
www.connectresound.live
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And at least 3 of the following:
At least 4 chords
Verse
Musical bridge
Melody and harmony
Instrumental breaks
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Making music activities accessible

Here are links to further information about how to make music activities
accessible:
Singing and Signing
The arts organisation Accessible Arts and Media has developed a
huge bank of resources to help music leaders and teachers to lead
singing and signing activities with different groups. You can access the
resource packs, including worksheets and videos, here:
https://aamedia.org.uk/resources/level-1/

Accessible Music Education
This guide includes lots of information about organisations which can
help you to plan and deliver inclusive music projects, as well as links to
lots of useful resources. http://www.lahf.org.uk/sites/default/files/theshort-guide-to-accessible-music-education.pdf

Making Music Activities Accessible for D/deaf children and young
people
This resource pack from Music Mark has some brilliant guidance for
making music activities accessible for D/deaf children and young
people: https://www.musicmark.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/ndcs_how_to_make_music_activities_accessible.pdf
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The Music Mark guide includes these top tips:
DO
• Ask the child or young person how you should communicate with
them
• Use your arms and facial expressions to be as visual as possible
• Teach or practise in rooms that have no background noise
• Establish the beat and give instructions before music is played
• Teach in small groups
• Be aware that different hearing aids and cochlear implants vary
in how they process different frequencies
• Take the student’s lead on which instrument they would like to
learn
DON’T
• Work in a room that has an echo
• Move around while you are talking or demonstrating
• Talk while performing
• Get frustrated if the deaf child or young person is repeating the
same mistake
• Give up – if stuck, try explaining things in a different way, write
them down or use pictures

www.connectresound.live
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Useful links

Connect: Resound Live!
Enjoy free live broadcasts for schools and download related teaching
resources. www.connectresound.live
Connect: Resound
Read more about the project as a whole, which is bringing musical
experiences to schools via the internet, including virtual real-time
instrumental tuition. www.connectresound.org.uk
NYMAZ
Resources for young people: www.nymaz.org.uk/for-youngpeople/discover
Resources for music professionals working with children and young
people: https://www.nymaz.org.uk/for-professionals/what-we-do-forprofessionals
info@nymaz.org.uk
@NYMAZmusic on Twitter & Instagram, @NYMAZ on Facebook
DaDaFest
DaDaFest is an innovative and cutting edge disability and D/deaf arts
organisation based in Liverpool that was established in 1984.
DaDaFest’s vision is to inspire, develop and celebrate talent and
excellence in disability and D/deaf arts.
DaDaFest is supported by Liverpool City Council, Children in Need,
Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Youth Music, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and
National Lottery Community Fund. www.dadafest.co.uk
info@dadafest.co.uk
@DaDaFest on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook

Photo credit, cover: Brian Roberts
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